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About This Game

So Much Blood is an action-packed side shooter filled with countless challenges, baddies, and bosses! Supercharge your armor,
discover new powerful weapons, and kick some ass, as you fight through treacherous hordes of enemies. Can you survive the

bloodbath?

Try not to lose your shoes when you get thrown into a chaotic world without any kind of direction. Suddenly surrounded by
dangerous enemies, your instincts set in with only one goal in mind: survival. You start out with a base set of Tier 1 weapons: the
'Pistol', 'Ray Gun', and 'Shotgun'. With the shopkeepers help (Greg) you may choose to upgrade your tier of weapons or invest
in a set of armor. The overwhelming wave of enemies forces you to maneuver your way around this hazardous game world in

order to reach safety. Choose your playing style including a rush strategy, grind strategy, and/or choosing a defensive or offense
class for your player. Be careful as you new and improved enemies will continue to attack you, making you rethink your every

move!

The game has a shooting mechanic not like most games, with the ability to only shoot left and right in a top down world you are
forced to use the game world to your advantage. You'll need to figure out on your own the best fighting strategy to use. Blood is
a serious part of our game, for every kill you achieve the blood splatters spawned what we call 'Blood points' or bp. Use these

blood points as a shop currency created once in every new zone.
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Over 40 different enemies and bosses

LOTS of weapons

Tiered weaponry: make sure to upgrade!

Different classes, multiple fighting strategies

Use Blood Points as currency

Solve puzzles

Overcome environmental hazards/obstacles

 Seven Zones to conquer
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Title: So Much Blood
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Zachary Berenger, Eli Aldinger
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Storage: 32 MB available space

English
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Impressive work. The attention to details show how much effort is put into this, from the character comments, environment,
lighting to music. All of these small details enabled the creator to accomplish something that is not easy to do and I personally
believe somewhat a lost art in nowdays gaming industry. Basically in short amount of time, the creator is able to depict a
touching story without neglecting ambiance and the emotional pull of the story. I found it refreshing and well worth the dollar I
spent. I'm looking forward to see what other games the creator participate in.. Scenario, OK.

Outfit, who cares.

Building, great but have to wait for ColdWar for it.

Overall it an ok DLC but I would wait for a sale to get it.. What I liked? Well the gameplay being similar to Men of War is nice,
seeing as I've played that game before. Though while I do enjoy this game, the contents of this review is going to be more of
what can be done to improve it.

Taking control: There's nothing inherently wrong with this mechanic. But one thing that annoys me about this experience is
sometimes when I use an automatic weapon, the weapon will still fire even when I stop clicking.

VA: I feel as though the voice acting is a bit... well... if you've heard certain English-dubbed anime you'll know what I mean.
And perhaps give voice lines to the soldiers as they move and fight like in MoW. "Strange... nobody told us about it."

Variety: I feel there is a need for more unit variety in this game like in MoW2, particularly the vehicles. You could write a
whole encyclopedia about the vehicles in that game. THERE'S SO MANY OF THEM! This game at the moment feels
barebones. More types of tanks, helicopters, and planes.

And speaking of units. The unit spawning menu is rather uncomfortable to use, mostly because two of the icons, both belonging
to infantry, are located DIRECTLY BEHIND the minimap. While one can easily just click a little to the side, it's still
inconvenient.

Basically, try to make it a little more like MoW in terms of content and user-interface (which it mostly is, and done well)
without diverting from what you have right now

Other than these complaints and recommendations, the game is overall enjoyable, and the mods that I can find are so far very
useful.. https://youtu.be/7TW2qMeAfcI

The core match 3 puzzle gameplay is adequately represented with a space and technology themed coat of paint. The additional
modes used to shake up the experience are slow paced and don't keep the tension high enough to be compelling. Without any
standout features or modes this gem matcher doesn't come out of the shadows of the original formula it draws from.. Meu, o
que que é isso? Simplesmente a pior coisa que eu joguei na minha vida! Ainda bem que não paguei nada por isso.. This is a
great little casual couch game that we had running at a party and keep kids entertained. Even played a few rounds and really
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enjoyed the very different mechanic. As long as this game keeps adding new maps and modes it will go a long way.. A friend
and I bought this game knowing that it was still in Early Access and are still excited to see the game as it develops. I've also been
able to play as they've added new features over the weeks. For the most part, I find the game\u2019s unique controls and camera
system exciting. While, the Soldier level could use a little sprucing up, the ability to record different angles in the scene, rewind
and then replay your footage is a great extension of the VR environment.

As a film student in college, I feel the tools developed in this game would be a great learning tool for students looking to
implement different things we've learned in class in an environment with infinite opportunity and no worry about camera
equipment or budget (outside of the Vive :P ). I look forward to some new features being added, especially the option to export
our recorded footage, and to see some new levels and environments to test the equipment.

Overall I'm happy with my experience, especially considering it was only $1 and is still in early access. Keep up the good work!
. Sorry, James came out at the perfect time for me. I had just finished Doki Doki Literature Club and was in the mood for more
psychological horror, breaking-the-fourth-wall type of games. This one definitely fits the bill, tasking you (a tech worker at
weapons giant Mantis) with covertly decrypting a collection of files and responding to IM messages from your boss and
colleague. It also interacts with the real world in some surprising ways, adding to the feeling that you are searching for clues
anywhere you can find them.
The primary “game” at the center of Sorry, James is a fairly simple number-based logic puzzle. Each base panel must be
connected to the given number of same-colored squares, and your task is to figure out how to lay those squares out so that each
base panel gets its requisite number of connections. There are a few modifiers added throughout the game to make it more
challenging, but once you get a handle on what the modifier does, none of the puzzles require more than a few minutes of
clicking around to figure out.
The real story lives in the files you solve puzzles to decrypt – they contain bits of a text conversation between a woman named
Elisa and someone else (their parts are corrupted or still encrypted). The conversation bits are not unlocked in chronological
order and details are sparse so it’s a bit difficult to tell what is going on, but it becomes clear that the two people begin chatting
by accident and develop a relationship over time. The mystery second person talks about a woman he used to know, who turns
out to be an AI he worked to create. I have a wholly undeveloped fan theory that at least one of the two people in the chat is also
an AI, but like I mentioned earlier, details that would confirm this theory are sparse in the game.
It took me a few hours to finish Sorry, James and I did spend a couple more hours trying to figure out one last (optional)
mystery. It is not a long game but is very inexpensive, and satisfying even to just solve the logic puzzles without worrying about
the larger story. I recommend picking it up. Still a fun game. I'm replaying this series since last time I played it around 2010.
STILL FUN and enjoyable to see if I can beat it again without remembering tactical decisions to beat it; means it feels like I'm
playing it for the 1st time.
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AWESOME!!!! One thing I don't like is when you die you have to go back a level. Out of 10 I would give this a 8!

8/10. I like the game, there are some good puzzles.
But I have to admit somtimes if you play it too long at once it can get a bit exhausting.. Sort of badly aged. Short, horribly
written campaign with a couple of extra missions. The gameplay was confusing, with obvious limitations what you can and
cannot do. It takes a lot of time to get into a position, were you can deal damage to the enemy fleet. I'd go as far as saying that
it's boring. There are also no savepoints, so if you fail, you have to restart the whole mission. Is pretty poor visually as well,
looks more like a war game from the early 2000's rather than a modern one. Did not have much fun with it at all.. Just a top-
down racing-shooter. A bit boring, as for me.. The game had some pretty nice 3D models and a nice ambient environment.
Jump scares don't get me so I didn't find those scary. I usually enjoy horror games with dark environment and dark story to go
with it. This game had done okay with it, but it could have been better. The foggy atmosphere was a nice touch. This game was
definitely a short experience, but It was fun. One thing I really didn't like were the horrible 2D textures for some items. I get
that photogrammetry was used, but a lot of these textures had no touch up done and were either over stretched for their
resolution or meshed together within another texture. The bricked up room for instance is as if they fused together the bricks
and a desk with drawers. It looked terrible in VR and things like this made is a little less immersive.. One of the funniest games
I've played.
I can say with confidence that you will like it here: music, graphics, and the gameplay itself, I definitely recommend it!. It is
relatively pretty, and it filled my need for a brainless shooter. I enjoyed the drone mechanic, although it was very rarely a useful
feature. The AI can sometimes be clever, but the challenge is mostly based on an endless supply of cannon fodder that seems to
spawn out of closets and crates. The environment looks large, but an invisible wall prevents you from really taking advantage of
the landscape as much as you'd like. Lastly,and probably most importantly the single player mission is SHORT. This is good
only for about five hours of play. There's a small amount of replay-value, and I suppose the multiplayer and langaming maps add
a significant amount of value for players who are into that. For my uses, this is a game to be rescued from the bargain bin,
played for a weekend, then never opened again.. Imagine the fast-paced dodge and attack strategery of Bomberman, but with a
unique kind of arena shooter. You can watch the trailer to see how it works, but the important thing is that this game is
thoughtfully designed and original. There are a variety of strategies to develop thanks to the combined depth of the handful of
easy-to-understand gameplay gimmicks: limited ammo that recharges, creating walls\/paths for yourself and your opponent,
creating a path to an item spawn in advance or using a shot to destroy an opponents' item, charging a shot for a three-pronged
blast but being open and predictable as a compromise, wrapping around the maps, etc..

It's a great game to play locally and with friends. Buy it so the community isn't as sparse as it often is.

Also worth mentioning: There are unlockable colors, emoticons, levels, and character trails. While waiting for online matches
(or any time) you can play a VS mode against challenging AI players or an arcade mode against waves of enemies. Succeeding
in these unlocks more levels of them, so that's nice.

I had my eye on Inversus since it impressed me at E3 2016 and I'm glad I finally bit the bullet and got it in spite of having few
local friends to play with.
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